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ABSTRACT

To date, modality, yresearch among post-secondar

students has been limited. This article reports the results

of a study conducted at a small private midwestern liberal

arts university where the Swassing-Barbe Modality Index

(SBMI) (1979) was administered to 20 freshmen studying

second semester Spanish. The independent variable was the

students' modality strength: visual, auditory, kinesthetic,

or mixed. Dependent variables were SAT-Math scores, SAT-

Verbal scores, course grade in each of two consecutive

semesters, and gender. Pearson rho correlation coefficients

were calculated and no correlations were found. These

findings support the conclusions of Barbe and others. (1981),

t t modalities become integrated as students mature.

Results also suggest a possible role played by memory

strategies, specifically chunking, when modalities are

measured by use of the SBMI among college aged subjects.

Three suggestions are made: 1) that teachers consider use of

the SBMI for diagnostic purposes when students have

difficulty learning; and 2) the mismatch between the

teacher's preferred mode of presentation and the students'

preferred mode of learning be lessened by reteaching in a

differeit mode and by varying the mode used from day to day.
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INTRODUCTION

Among the variables that make individual learners

different from each other is modality strength: visual,

auditory or kinesthetic. Modality strengths are the sensory

"channels that are most effective for processing

information" (Barbe and others, 1981). Modality as a

learner variable has not been fully explored, and its

relationship with teacher modalities has not been

established. :;either its value as a predictor of

achievement nor its relationship to other accepted

predictors had been determined. The issue\is one in which

researchers arc clearly "exploring an emerging theory based

on new knowledge of how children actually absorb and retain

information and 'skills".(Dunn and Carbo, 1981).

Some of the skills necessary to learn a second language

can be readily associated with modalities: listening

comprehension with auditory, reading skills with visual, and

speaking and writing skills with kinesthetic. Second

language educators have recently turned their attention to

theoretical propositions that account for individual

differences in the learning styles of students (Omaggio and

Birckbichler, 1977). Reinert (1977) cites two case studies

in which a relationship between the mode of presentation
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matched tb assessed modall.,ty strength affected achievement.

Like Barbe and Milon (1981), he recommends teaching to the

modality strength of individuals. Lepke (1977) and Nunney

4 to match students' preferred mode

of instruction in second. language

Smith (1984) found that one, of the

(1977) also suggest

of learning to method

classes. Corbett and

instruments available for use in second language classes,

specifically ELSIE (1977), requires further refinement for

use in assessing group preference' and does not accurately .

identify students whose preferred modalitvis Listening.

The study described here addresses the first and second

points above by reporting the effects of using a prevailing

assessment instrument, the Swassing-Barbe Modality Index

(SBMI), with post secondary students. Since modality

research has been conducted largely with 'children younger

than age 12, the integration of learning modes that occurs

in adolescence has not been- studied Second language

learners are appropriate subjects for these studies since

typically. (in the U.S.) second' language study begins in

adolescence. Further, the results of the study suggest

recommendations to second language teachers for use' of the

instrument and the construct of modality in their

classrooms.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Barbe and Milone (1981) succ

known about modalities in the f

.. .

ctly summarize what is

lowing s atements:

1) stu4ents vary with respec t eir modality
strengths;

) modality strength is not a fixed
characteristic;

4

3) there is no clear difference between the
modality characteristics of boys and, =iris;

4) handedness and modality do ot seem to be
related;

5) there is an interaction 'etween student and
teacher modality streng s (pp. 378-379);

6) modality and race are not related.

Researchers attempted to arify the relationship

bkmeen modality and mo of presentation of material

(Ysseldy y examining their data for

aptitude/treatment interactions (Cronbach and. Snow, 1969).

Tarver and Pawson (1978), and Kampwirth and Bates (1980) ,

found insufficient evidence to support an A/T interaction

between teaching method and modality strength. Still, the

findings of Reinert (1977), Corbett and Smith (1984) and

Barbe and Milone (1981) suggest that the abandonment of the

modality construct at this time may be premature-and that

attention should be given to these critical issues in

modality research:

1. improvement of assessment instruments;
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2. examination of the process of integration of
modalities beyond elementary school;

3. examination of the modalities used for
reception as well as retention and
reproduction of material.

Educators and researcheis have attempted to explore a

relationship between a learner variable and a teacher

behavior without fully describing the learner variable. The

result is a confusing array of atleast three stances on the

role of modalities in learning. Some authorities recommend

teaching only in the student's strongest modality (Wepman,

1967;_Sabatlno and Nayden, 1970; and Barbe and Milone,

1981),,but Wallace and Kauffman (1973) contend that teaching

to strengths widens the gap between ability and disability.

Hallahan and Cruickshank (1973) hold a moderate position,

i.e., arguing that the strongest modality should be used to

develop the deficient modality.

When modality strengths are considered in the context

of a. classroom, new dimensions of the variable emerge.

DeBoth and bominowski (1978) suggest that the modality

preferred for reception of information may not be the same

as that preferred for retention or reproduction. Kirk and

Kirk (1971) point out that transfer across modes has not

been fully explored.
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'PROCEDURES

Subiectp. The study was conducted at a small, private,

'Midwestern liberal arts university. Twenty. freshmen

students, eight males and 12 females,. ages 16-18, were

randomly selected from two second semester beginning Spanish

classes. Students of this age group were selected to

capitalize on the confluence of beginning second language

study and the completed integration of modalities. The

subjects had studied first semester beginning Spanish with

three different instructors but at the time of the study'all

were in the class: of a fourth instructor.

Methods and MAIltiall. The SBMI was administered to each

student individually and to the instructor. The instrument

requires that the subject recreate incrementally-increasing

,sequences of geometric shapes. The sequences were presented

first visually, then auditorily, and finally kinesthetically

according to the manual prepared by the developers of the

SBMI. Each subject's strongest (primary) and second'

strongest (secondary) modality was labelled as visual,

auditory, kinesthetl.c, or mixed. A mixed, or balanced,

modality occurred, when all three modalities were within five

percentage points of each other. Dependent variables were

first and second semester Spanish grade,2 student's self-
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assessment of'modaLity strength, SAT-Math score, SAT-Verbal

score, 8410 sex. Self-assessed modality was determined
le

7

through an open-ended interview in which the student was

asked to describe the way s/he learned Spanish best.

Pearlson rho corielation coefficiehts were calculated on

the following variables: raw and percent scores for visual,

auditory, and kinesthetic modalities on thelBMI, primary,

secondary,.and' mixed modalities, first semester and second

semester Spanish grades, student's self-assessment of-

modality, SAT-Math 'score, SAT-Verbal score, sex, and

teacher's modality.

The null hypotheses stated that there was no

significant relationship between the student's modality

strength as assessed by the SBMI and

1,) first semester Spanish grade

2) second semester Spanish grade

3) SAT-Math scores

4) SAT-Verbal scores

5) student's self-assessed modality

6) student's sex

7) the teacher's modality.

wr297
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RESULTS

There were no significant relationships between

modality as measured by the SAM and grades in two semesters

of college Spanish, SAT scores, self - assessed modality, sex,

or the teacher's modality. Table 1 shows the Pearson

correlation coefficients for each variable in the study.

Sixty percent (n=12) of the students had one primary,

or strongest, modality. Of the 20 students tested, six

(30%) were kinesthetic, three (15%) were visual and three

(15%) were auditory. The relaziorrhip between primary and

kinesthetic modality (r=0,057, ra r=0.056, percent) was

significant (2=0.009). Th.! ramai ins eight students (40%)

had mixed modalities; that is, their modalities were all

within five percentage points of each other. Of the

students with mixed modalities, six-(30%) showed a slightly

stronger score in auditory and two (10%) in visual. Table 2

presents the frequencies of primary and mixed modalities

found in the study.

The highest raw score attainable in one modality on the

SBMI is 45. Table 3 reports the mean raw and percent scores

for each modality. The mean scores were highest in the

visual modality (raw = 38.35, percent = 34.65:). Next

highest scores were in the kinesthetic modality (raw =

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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38.25, percent = 34.55). The lowest scores were in the

auditory modality (raw =14.25, percent = 31.15). The

ranges for visual rawscores were 26, for auditory raw

scores R=34, and for kinesthetic raw scores R=32. The

clustering of both the percent and theraw scores in the

mid-30's indicated that the modalities were fairly well

integrated for each student.

INSERT TABLE ABOUT HERE.

Finally, 'there were some significant relationships

among the variables of the study that attested to the

internal validity of the instruments. For instance, raw

scores correlated with percent scores for all three

modalities: visual (r=0.77, 2=0.001), auditory (r=0.596,

2=0.006), and kinesthetic (r=0.88, 24.001) In addition,

there was a significant correlation (r=0.996, 2=0.001)

between students' grades for first and second semester

Spanish courses despite the change of instructors. The

instructor's primary modality was auditory, with visual and

kinesthetic of equal secondary strength.

INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE.

ii.
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INSERT' TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE.

Discussion. From the student's point of view, 'modality

strength was neither a hindrance nor an aid 'to achlmvement

since no modality correatrd with any standard of

achievement. Forty percent of the modalities assessed

the present Istudy were mixed indicating that these college

students had 'learned to use their strengths(visual) to

compensate for their weaknesses (auditory) -confirming..that'
ti

modalities tend to integrate with maturity.

From a teacher's point of view, the findings point to 'a

very specific pattern of interaction. Teachers must be
4.

concerned-with the arrangement of materials so that the

greatest number of students can gratp and practice it.

Implicit in this statement is the assumption that each

student can grasp the material more quickly and perhaps in.,

greater depth if the teacher arranges the material in 'a

manner consistent with the student's learning strengths.

Teachers, as well as students, have preferred modes of

presentation that are consistent with their modality

strength. The primary strength of the teacher of the class'

in the study was in the auditory mode, with visual and

kinestehtic of equal secondary strength. She presented

wr297
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material in an auditory mode, consistent with her strength,

but not consistent with that of the students, as shown by

the signip.cant negative correlation between the primary

modality and the percentscores in the auditory mode. Only

three of the students were able to use their primary

modality to receive this material. Six were able to engage

their mixed (with a slight preference for auditory over

others) modalities, so that nine of the 20 students could

match their mode of reception to the mode of'piesentation.

The degree of auditory strength among the st,idents ranged

widely, and auditory mean scores were the lowest of al/

three modalities so that even those who could use their

auditory strength did so from a position of weakness. While

the teacher's chosen auditory presentation was probably most

comfortable and logical to her, as a class group the

students were weakest auditorily and fewer than half of the

students could understand the presentation in their

strongest mode.

In order to match her mode of presentation more closely

with the strengths of her students, this teacher might rank

modalities, as in Table 4. The greatest number of students

showing a given modality as primary indicates' that more

students are strongest in that mode. This is a measure of

the students' strength as a class, and was the kinesthetic

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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mode for the students in this study. The highest score

modality is the one in which individual students possessed

the greatest degree of strength, visual.in this study. This

measure could be influenced by very high score in any one

modality by a few individuals. The modality d monstrating

the greatest'range is the one in which student scores spread

from lowest to high -r This is a measure of the diversity

of strengths in that mode, apd in this class it was

auditory. The teacher has several options. She may present

material initially in hnr strongest mode (auditory) and risk

the mismatch, with 1.,ar students' strengths. She may then

modify and reteach the same material using her equally

strong secondary modes (visual and kinesthetic) lessening

the difficulties students may have had with her auditory

presentation.- -Since development of the listening skill is

an integral part of second language learning, the teacher

may feel justified in continuing to use her auditory

presentations. Other options are to teach first in the mode

that will reach the greatest number of students

(kinesthetic) or in the mode that shows the greatest degree

of strength (visual). In either of the two latter cases,

she will use her 4econdary modes.

INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE.

11
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Every second language teacher has experienced the

13

feeling of having taught'a lesson that seemed well-organized

and clear only to be sharply surprised when students claimed

they found the lesson confusing in its presentation and

difficult to understand. Some of this disparity is

explained in this study by the mismatch of'modality

strengths between the teacher and the'students. Fortun-

ately, students as well as teachers often demonstrate the

ability to use more than one modality.

CONCLUSIONS

Results of this study are important to teachers because

they show that the anxiety resulting from the mismatch

between student and teacher modalities is not a significant

factor in learning. Nevertheless, it can be lessened, and

learning made less toilsome, if teachers vary the mode of

presentation within a lesson and from day to day.

Reteaching of similar material in a mode different from the

initial presentation, as recommended in the literature, may

capitalize on students' strongest modes. Finally, the use

of the SBMI as a diagnostic and assessment instrument is

reasonable.3 The SBMI,is an individually administered

instrument, and it can be used by teachers for students

whose difficulties with language learning could be

BEST COPY AVAIL,. t
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'attributable to the lack of integration among their

modalities, or to the mismatch between their modalities and

those of the teacher. In addition, the information gathered

from individual assessments can also be used to determine

the modality preference of the whole class as well.
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Table 2
Frequency of Primary, Secondary and Mixed

Modality Strengths

Primary \ Mixed
Modality Modality Totals

Visual 3 2 (visual first) 5

Auditory ' 3 6 (auditory first) 9

Kinesthetic 6 0 (kinesthetic
first)

6

Total 12 8 20

N=20

19 wi.297
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Table 3
Mean, Standard Deviation, and Range of

Raw and Percentage Modality Scores

STANDARD
i DEVIATION, RANGE

Visual :38.35 6.89 26

Auditory 34.25 9.85 34 Raw Scores

Kintsthetic 38.25 11.02 32

Visual 34.65 6.04 26

Auditory. 31.15 9.24 45 Percentage Scores

Kinesthetic 34.55 9.17 30

N=20

4r.

20

tb
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Greatest Number
of Students
Showing- -This

lablo 4. 'H4ohiogs of Moddlity
sY

Rank
Modality as
Primary

HighesL
Score

GmaLusL
hang°

Teacher' s
Mode I it les

first K V A .A

Second V-A K K V-K

third A V

Auditory
'V = Visual
K = Kinesthetic
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1) Many thanks to Raymond Swassing and Walter Barbe for

their assistance in 'this research project.

Swassing, R. , & Barbe, W. (1979). The Swassing,-

Barbe Modality Index. Columbus, OH: Zaner
9

Blosser, Inc.

2) Although recent efforts in second. language learning have

focused 'on proficiency as a. measure of student

achievement, the ACTFL Proficiency Tests were not

used because the integration of all skills could

bet4r.be reflected in a student's course grade.

A grade, at least in theselclasses, assumes

integration of the listening, speaking, reacin3

and writing skills, and is a measure of student

progress in the class. It is not intended -to-

serve as an independent measure.of proficiency.

3) That 30% of the college freshmen students assessed in

the study were kinesthetic is not consistent with

findings of researchers who examined young

children. The most frequent modalities were

visual or mixed in the work of Barbe and others

(1979), each accounting for about one third of the

population. A possible explanation for the high

22
#.
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frequency of kinesthetic modalities in this sample

could be the role of-memory devices, specifically'

chunking, on the part of students taking the SBMI.

The order of presentation of the same sequences of

shapes in the test is visual first, then auditory,

then kinesthetic. When hese college students

were required to reproduce the patterns for the

third (kinesthetic) time, they had memorized many

of the aequences and thus earned higher scores for

their kinesthetic assessment. It is suggested

that the,order be varied in which modality-.

specific stimulators are presented to college aged
r

subjects, e.g., visual-auditory-kinesthetic, then

perhaps kinesthetic-auditory-visual. Such

variations in order have been conducted among

young children, without revealing significant

effects on the validity of the instrument (Barbe

and others, 1979). It is argued here that the

college aged student has many memory devices that

can only be controlled by manipulating the order

of presentation. Use of the SBMI for research and

diagnostic purposes will require variation in the

order of presentation.

23
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